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The Military Sealift Command chartered container ship MV Ocean Giant unloads cargo and supplies at the National Science Foundation’s McMurdo Station. The offload was conducted in support of the remote base’s annual re-supply mission,
Operation Deep Freeze. (U.S. Navy courtesy photo)

Military Sealift Command-Chartered Ship MV Ocean Giant
Supports U.S. Antarctic Program Operation Deep Freeze
By Sarah Burford, Military Sealift Command Public Affairs
The
Military
Sealift
Command-chartered
container ship MV Ocean Giant arrived safely at
the ice-pier at the National Science Foundation’s
(NSF) McMurdo Station, Antarctica, and
successfully conducted cargo offloads.
The
operation was part of MSC’s annual resupply
mission in support of Operation Deep Freeze, the
Joint Task Force Support for Antarctica mission
to the NSF-managed U.S. Antarctic Program.
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Ocean Giant, whose mission began in late
December, with a load-out of dry cargo in Port
Hueneme, California, delivered 498 containers
and various break-bulk cargo equaling nearly 7
million pounds of supplies comprising of frozen
and dry food stores, building materials, vehicles,
and electronic equipment and parts.
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Following the offload, 450 containers of
retrograde, including station waste and
recyclables, as well as ice-core samples for
scientific study, were loaded onto the ship and
returned to Port Hueneme for processing
Seabees from Navy Cargo Handling Battalion
ONE (NCHB -1) home-ported in Williamsburg,
Virginia, worked around-the-clock offloading the
cargo. The cargo handlers worked with Ocean
Giant’s crew, and the MSC representative, to
execute a safe and efficient offload and back-load
of various containers, breakbulk, and special lifts.
Additionally, close coordination was required
between NCHB-1 and the Antarctic Support
Contract logistics team which manages the loads
and stow plans for the Antarctic Program, as well
as the New Zealand Defense Force which assists
with rigging and transporting loads from the pier
to designated lay-down areas.
Unlike prior ODF missions, where an MSCchartered tanker delivered fuel, this year Ocean
Giant’s cargo delivery is the only MSC ship
conducting cargo operations at the ice-pier.
“The reason a tanker was not required this season
is that NSF had a three-year stockpile that was
measured to support this year’s requirements,”
explained Larry Larsson, MSC’s representative
for ODF. “Having only the cargo vessel has not
impacted the routine, as much as it has allowed
the cargo vessel more time to discharge and
back-load it’s cargo. Not having the tanker allows
the cargo ship more time alongside the ice pier.”
When most people think of Antarctica, they think
of frigid temperatures and a harsh environment.
This year, while a Polar Vortex gripped
the Midwest United States with sub-arctic
temperatures and gale-force winds, Antarctica

summer high temperatures hovered around
20 degrees Fahrenheit. While conditions were
favorable for cargo operations, seasoned veterans
of ODF missions know that Antarctica’s weather
is notoriously unpredictable and could quickly
change. Because of this, workers anticipated
harsh conditions and planned accordingly.
Everyone was dressed in heavy winter clothes,
and exposure time was limited.
“So far, this season has had reasonable weather,”
said Larsson. “With that being said, yesterday
we had snow flurries that accumulated about 2
inches of snow. The winds have been moderate
with temperatures in the teens, but once the
winds start, the wind chill goes to negative
temps, and things can get rough very quickly.”
Despite the arduous conditions and long working
hours, the professionalism of the team shined
through, and the mission went forward. Ocean
Giant delivered 80 percent of the supplies needed
for the year on Antarctica.

MV Ocean Giant, Continued on page 8
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and efficient use of manpower resources. COMSC Instruction 1000.1
governs the operation of the HRB. The board meets frequently, normally
every other week, and is chaired by the Executive Director. HRB
membership also includes Director, Maritime Operations; Director, Ship
Management; Director, Total Force Management; Counsel; and the Chief
of Staff.
Examples of the types of issues the HRB considers include:
- Approving position management requests to establish new military,
civilian, or contractor positions, or requests to upgrade any existing
positions;

From Commander, Military Sealift
Command
Recently I spoke at the
commissioning ceremony and
commencement exercises at the State
University of New York, Maritime
College. The state and national
maritime academies are key partners as they are educating, shaping
and producing the next generation of maritime leaders.
I shared with the graduates and families several perspectives I’ve gained
over the past two and a half years about the maritime ecosystem.
Observation #1: The maritime ecosystem vitally contributes to
national security. Our economy is directly tied to the maritime.
And that dependence grows with each passing year. The seas are
key to American prosperity. And it is our maritime ecosystem –
the ship-building and repair companies, maritime operating and
shipping companies, logistics and transportation companies, and
most importantly the talented human capital – that gives America a
competitive edge.
Observation #2: The maritime operating environment is changing
at an exponential rate. There is broad consensus that today’s
security environment is faster paced, more complex, and increasingly
competitive. Today’s maritime operations cover all domains – from the
ocean floor to geosynchronous orbit; from the high seas to the littorals;
even cyberspace. The relative freedom of navigation we enjoyed over the
past 50 years across all domains has ended. Today we witness growing
naval strength and belligerent actions by state and non-state actors
alike. For those of us working in the maritime industry, our charge is
to swiftly adapt to the new operating environment. It is imperative that
we account for these current and emerging challenges so that we remain
relevant as an industry and strong as a nation.
Observation #3: The maritime ecosystem is composed of talented
and courageous professionals. The global delivery and sustainment
of food, fuel, and supplies is achieved by a complex logistics “system
of systems” that must be assured. With the return to great power
competition and the expansion of Grey War activity, Mariners sailing
today face increasing adversity and possible grave consequences. U.S.
Mariners have proven they will be there, reliably and bravely manning
our ships -- even if the seas become a battlefield. In addition, our
nation is fortunate to have on deck recent graduates from our maritime
academies and union schools who are eager to carry on the proud
tradition of the U.S. Merchant Marine.
Our Mariners and ashore staff are the tie between the strategic
importance of the maritime and this new operating environment.
Working together with a shared sense of purpose to collaboratively
overcome obstacles is how we will adapt to today’s changing world. The
important work we are doing today will enable MSC to provide global
assured logistics, sealift, and special services to the joint warfighter in
any environment we may encounter.
Thank you for the work you are doing every day at MSC.

Human Resources Board
Over the past several months I’ve conducted separate all-hands calls
with various groups of MSC civilian employees and military personnel.
I’ve enjoyed the opportunity to meet with team members and learn
about what’s on your mind and listen to issues of concern. I’m gratified
that a significant portion of these sessions have been devoted to people
putting forth good ideas or new processes to improve how we operate as
an organization and interact as teammates. These sessions have been
beneficial, and I’m looking forward to continuing them into 2019.
One area of interest common to many of these sessions concerned
how ashore personnel decisions are made at the command and who is
making them.
The command has a forum, the Human Resources Board – or “HRB” for
short – that provides a formal, structured process to render manpower
and force structure determinations and to maintain the most effective
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- Selecting civilian employee professional development and personnel for
leadership development programs;
- Review of metrics that support assessment of hiring processes,
retention, attrition, vacancy rates, etc. for the purposes of informing
HRB decisions and recommendations;
- Reviewing honorary service awards and monetary award nominations;
and
- Promoting new policies and programs to ensure consistency and
fairness regarding EEO, selection panels, and awards programs.
In addition to reviewing civilian workforce data trends and providing
guidance on actions planned, the HRB also reviews specific actions
(e.g., hiring strategy, grade classification, succession planning, etc.) to
high-grade (GS14/GS15) billets. The Director, Total Force Management
and team performs this same function for GS13 and below billets, with
oversight as required by the HRB.
HRB agenda items are briefed by a subject matter expert and discussed
among all members, with the objective of achieving a consensus of
board members regarding decisions or actions recommended by the
board. The Executive Director retains final decision authority on HRB
actions/decisions, unless decision approval is otherwise directed to be
retained by Commander, MSC or higher level authority.
Minutes of HRB meetings are available for all to see and can be found
on the iNavy portal at:
https://msc.navy.deps.mil/Intranet/SitePages/HRB.aspx
If you are unable to access the portal, your supervisor can help obtain a
copy of the minutes for you to review.
One of the four pillars of our Voyage Plan is “Our People.” We are an
employer of choice that believes in and values our people. The HRB
provides a means to enable our workforce to capitalize on their skills,
experience, and most importantly, their potential.

Birthday of Martin Luther King, Jr.
In January, Americans came together to remember the life and celebrate
the legacy of a great American, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
The theme for the holiday was “Remember! Celebrate! Act! A Day On,
Not A Day Off!
Dr. King said, “Human progress is neither automatic nor inevitable.
Every step toward the goal of justice requires sacrifice, suffering, and
struggle; the tireless exertions and passionate concern of dedicated
individuals.”
This holiday provided an opportunity to put into action his words
by participating in service projects and addressing needs in our
communities. I encourage you to seek out and participate in any local
effort to make your community a better place to live.
The strategic themes and guiding principles in our Voyage Plan can help
to guide us so that our actions reflect the message of inclusiveness,
equality and service, and that we continue to work together as teams,
communities and as a nation to create solutions for the challenges that
remain.
“Remember! Celebrate! Act!”
United We Sail,
Rear Adm. Dee L. Mewbourne, USN
Commander, Military Sealift Command

MSC-Charter Cape Hudson Sails the Pacific Pathways,
Delivers for Cobra Gold
By Grady Fontana, Military Sealift Command Far East

Soldiers assigned to U.S. Army Pacific listen-in during a safety brief at the pier in Chuk Samet, Thailand, prior to
the offload of Military Sealift Command-chartered ship M/V Cape Hudson (T-AKR 5066), Jan. 23. (Navy photo by
Lt. Cmdr. John D. MacTaggart)

“The customers have been very happy with this ship,” said civilian mariner
Capt. Donald Sacca, ship’s master, M/V Cape Hudson. “They picked this ship
in particular because of its size.”
The voyage charter is part of a mobility operation for U.S. Army Pacific called
Pacific Pathways 19-1, where the ship hops around the Pacific region supporting
follow-on missions. Pacific Pathways is an innovation that links a series of U.S.
Indo-Pacific Command-directed Security Cooperation exercises with allied and
partner militaries to a single MSC charter vessel on a single voyage plan that
delivers equipment to support the various exercises. The Pacific Pathways
concept commits a designated task force and its force package equipment to
the entire duration of a pathway.
As a commercial ship that is part of the Ready Reserve Force fleet of vessels, the
Cape Hudson has also supported many other military charters including OIF
deployments in 2003 and 2004.

Military Sealift Command (MSC) chartered ship M/V Cape Hudson (T-AKR
5066) continued its voyage through the Pacific and arrived at Sattahip, Thailand,
to offload equipment in support of exercise Cobra Gold 2019, Jan. 21-25.
The Cape Hudson began the voyage from its home base in San Francisco and
took on cargo in Tacoma, Washington, Hawaii, Guam, and Japan.
Thailand was the first point of discharge at the ports of Thung Prong and Chuk
Samet and the ship offloaded approximately 435 end items and containers in
about four days. Cape Hudson departed Thailand Jan. 25 and journeys to its
next port to offload more equipment for other missions.
The Cape Hudson is a 750-foot long roll-on, roll-off cargo vessel with four decks
of cargo space. The ship can accommodate 186,000 sq. ft. of cargo, which
equates to about 4.3 acres of space that can equal roughly 38,000 tons of cargo.

Although customer satisfaction is an important metric, the uniqueness of the
mission to a commercial vessel was not lost on the ship’s crew.
“I consider myself lucky that I’m on the ship that was selected for this mission
and it has been a lot of fun and hard work,” said Sacca, a 30-year mariner. “It’s
amazing and everybody has been very happy. Commercial ships don’t usually
get to go to these ports anymore; they go to the mega-container hubs, so this is
a really good opportunity for the crew.”
To support the smooth discharge of equipment, MSC’s Pearl Harbor, Hawaiibased Expeditionary Port Unit 115 (EPU 115) deployed a seven-member team
to assist with port operations.
“This year, EPU 115 is supporting Cobra Gold in the deployment and
redeployment phases,” said Navy reserve component Cmdr. Donald Moore,
MV Cape Hudson, Continued on page 8

1st Armored Brigade Combat Team arrives in Europe
in support of Atlantic Resolve
By Sgt. Benjamin Northcutt, 21st Theater Sustainment Command

Soldiers and equipment from 1st Armored Brigade Combat Team, 1st
Infantry Division, from Fort Riley, Kansas, arrived to the port of Antwerp,
Belgium, Jan. 20, beginning the process of replacing 1st Armored Brigade
Combat Team, 1st Cavalry Division, from Fort Hood, Texas during
rotational support to Atlantic Resolve.
The incoming Armored Brigade Combat Team (ABCT) brings approximately
3,500 troops and 3,000 pieces of equipment to support its nine-month
mission to conduct bilateral, joint and multinational training events across
eastern Europe. Rotational units focus on strengthening bonds between
allies and partners while increasing interoperability and building readiness.
The Military Surface Deployment and Distribution Command (SDCC)
played a major part in the arrival of the equipment.
“For this particular mission our sister battalion the 842nd Transportation
Battalion out of Charleston, South Carolina, handled the fort-to-port
equipment movement operation,” said Maj. Aaron Hiatt, SDDC 838th
Transportation Battalion. “From Charleston, Military Sealift Command
(MSC) covers the port-to-port movement, and then the SDDC 838th
Transportation Battalion covers the reception, staging, and onward
movement portion of incoming equipment.”
Four MSC contracted cargo vessels, MV Resolve, MV Green Cove, MV
Independence II and MV Ocean Jazz, totaling 500,000 square feet of cargo
and equipment, will come through the Port of Antwerp, and be staged in a
120,000-square-meter temporary military zone for onward movement by
military convoy, rail, commercial line haul, and barge.

ABCT to house soldiers, prepare vehicles for military convoy, and other
logistical support. Approximately 80 Belgium military personnel will assist
throughout the arrival of the ABCT.
“On behalf of my brigade commander Col. Charles Armstrong, 1st Armored
Brigade Combat Team commander, and Maj. Gen. John Kolasheski, 1st
Infantry Division Commanding General, I would like to extend sincere
thanks to the Belgium organizations and the Belgium military for the
tremendous support that they are providing to get us into theater,” said
Lt. Col. Drew Conover, 1-16 Infantry Battalion commander, 1 ABCT, 1 ID.
With the fourth rotation of Atlantic Resolve underway, the initial integration
of all the Soldiers and equipment from 1 ABCT, 1 ID and the smooth
deployment of vehicles by rail, barge, military convoy, and commercial line
haul, will mark another success for SDDC, partner nations, and all the
units that have assisted.
“I think what constitutes a success for the SDDC in terms of this operation,
is to do everything safely and without damaging any equipment in the
process,” Thyng said. “Our job is to deliver readiness and lethality to the
warfighter, and make sure Atlantic Resolve supports a strong Europe
through the timely delivery of 1st Armored Brigade Combat Team 1st
Infantry Division’s equipment.”
1st Armored Brigade Combat Team has been in Europe for nine months.

“We have approximately 60 personnel from the SDDC supporting this
operation,” said Lt. Col. John Thyng, 838th Transportation Battalion.
“We are here over a three-week period working 12-hour shifts, just over
approximately 20,000 man-hours, to move an ABCT’s equipment into the
country.”
Overall, approximately seven different units within U.S. Transportation
Command, the SDDC, and 21st Theater Sustainment Command partnered
with the Belgium military will aid in the planning, preparation, and
logistical support of the transition of equipment and personnel into the
European Theater.
The Belgium military has also played an integral role in the moving of the
ABCT through the Port of Antwerp. In addition to providing security forces
to man the temporary military zone they set up in the port, they have also
provided a secondary staging facility in Grobbendonk, Belgium, for the
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Soldiers, from 1st Armored Brigade Combat Team 1st Infantry Division, prepare to offload vehicles from the
Military Sealift Command-chartered cargo ship MV Green Cove for Atlantic Resolve, in Antwerp, Belgium, Jan. 22.
Approximately 3,500 personnel and about 3,000 pieces of equipment were delivered in support of Atlantic Resolve.
(U.S. Army photo by Sgt. Benjamin Northcutt)
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(A FORMAL DESCRIPTION OF A COAT
OF ARMS, FLAG OR SIMILAR EMBLEM)

On a black disc, a demi-globe issuing from base and tilting on axis to show
the northern hemisphere, shaded blue gridlined and edged gold,
surmounting the globe, an American bald eagle, wings displayed
in Proper colors supporting a stylized version of the United States
coat of arms, (the chief bearing two white stars and the entire
shield edged with a gold border), grasping in its talons a gold
anchor with yellow and light blue markings on its stock and
completely enwrapped by a blue scroll doubled red; the
scroll is inscribed “UNITED WE SAIL” in white letters, above
everything displays a white pole star edged gold. The
disc is edged with a narrow gold border within a dark
blue designation band inscribed arching at the top
“UNITED STATES NAVY” and at its base “MILITARY SEALIFT
COMMAND,” in white letters. The complete design is
enclosed by a gold rope.

SYMBOLISM

Much like the original Military Sealift Command seal, the American
Bald Eagle as our national symbol remains front and center and
continues to bear a shield of the coat of arms of the United States and
hold a gold anchor symbolizing our nautical heritage. The ship stack colors of
light blue and gold, the traditional colors for MSC, are showcased on the anchor.
The command name and parent service remain inscribed in the designation band
encompassing the entire seal and surrounded by a gold rope. The addition of the globe to the seal
pays tribute to the global mission dating back to the establishment of the Military Sea Transportation
Service. Reinforcing that continuous worldwide mission, the light to dark shading of the globe represents
24 hours-a-day, 7 days-a-week support to the warfighter. The shading also emphasizes the integration
of MSC, represented by the light blue on the left, with the U.S. Navy, represented by the dark navy
blue on the right. The black sky surrounding the globe represents the evolution of MSC’s mission in all
five domains: sea, air, land, space and cyberspace. The dark blue scroll curled around the anchor
is inscribed with MSC’s vision of United We Sail, representing an organization unified in purpose while
geographically dispersed. The Polaris, commonly known as the North Star, represents the timeless
practice of celestial navigation and signifies the command’s guiding principles and values that enable
the essential mission of providing services and logistics in support of national policy.

USNS Brunswick Arrives in Bitung

By Petty Officer 1st Class Gregory Johnson, Commander, Logistics Group Western Pacific
ship’s crew met with members of the Indonesian Navy’s Main Naval Base
VIII and enjoyed cultural performances by a local Minahasa dance troupe
and elementary school students from Bitung.
During the ship’s visit, distinguished guests had the opportunity to tour
Brunswick, to include Steven O. E. Kandouw, deputy governor of North
Sulawesi, Maximiliaan Jonas Lomban, Mayor of Bitung and First Admiral
Gig Jonias Mozes Sipasulta, Main Naval Base Commander VIII, Manado.
Kandouw thanked Streeper for the opportunity to visit the ship and said he
views the port visit as a symbol of U.S. commitment to Indonesia.
Brunswick is the sixth Spearhead-class expeditionary fast transport,
currently in service with MSC and is the fourth ship in naval service named
after Brunswick, Georgia.

Capt. Adam Streeper, ship’s master of the expeditionary fast transport ship USNS Brunswick (T-EPF
6), shakes hands with members of a local Minahasa dance troupe after the ship arrived in Bitung,
Indonesia, for a scheduled port visit. Brunswick is one of three expeditionary fast transport ships in
the U.S. 7th Fleet area of responsibility with a mission of providing rapid intra-theater transport of
troops and military equipment. (Courtesy photo provided by Cmdr. Greg Adams)

The Military Sealift Command expeditionary fast transport ship USNS
Brunswick (T-EPF 6) arrived in Bitung, Indonesia, Jan. 14 for a scheduled
port visit.
The ship’s crew hosted a number of ship tours and participated in various
community events throughout the port visit.
Capt. Adam Streeper, ship’s master of the expeditionary fast transport ship USNS Brunswick (T-EPF 6),
poses for a photograph with members of a local Minahasa dance troupe after the ship arrived in Bitung,
Indonesia, for a scheduled port visit. (Courtesy photo provided by Cmdr. Greg Adams)

“We’re very much looking forward to experiencing the local culture and
getting to meet the people here in north Sulawesi,” said civilian mariner
Capt. Adam Streeper, ship’s master for USNS Brunswick. Upon arrival, the

Keel Authenticated for Twelfth Expeditionary Fast Transport

From Team Ships Public Affairs

The U.S. Navy held a keel laying and authentication ceremony for
its 12th Expeditionary Fast Transport (EPF) vessel, USNS Newport
(T-EPF 12), at Austal USA’s shipyard., Jan. 29. The keel was said
to be “truly and fairly laid” as it was authenticated by Charlotte
Dorrance Marshall, signing her initials into the keel plate.

Charlotte Dorrance Marshall, left, ship sponsor for the future USNS Newport (T-EPF 12), authenticates the
keel plate of the ship with the assistance of Austal USA welder Cristian Manzano at Austal USA in Mobile,
Alabama, Jan. 29, 2019. Marshall welded her first initial into an aluminum plate that will be fastened within
the hull of the ship. (U.S. Navy photo by Sam Crane)

“We are excited to celebrate a major milestone in the construction
of the 12th EPF of the class,” said Capt. Scot Searles, Strategic and
Theater Sealift program manager, Program Executive Office Ships.
“These ships have proven versatility and capability, allowing them to
be strategic assets to our fleet and partners abroad. The milestone
we celebrate today is the first of many as we work to deliver another
highly capable platform.”
EPFs are non-combatant vessels designed to operate in shallowdraft ports and waterways, increasing operational flexibility for a
wide range of activities including maneuver and sustainment, relief
operations in small or damaged ports, flexible logistics support, or
as the key enabler for rapid transport. The ships are capable of
interfacing with roll-on/roll-off discharge facilities, as well as on/
off-loading vehicles such as a fully combat-loaded Abrams Main
Battle Tank.
EPFs support a variety of missions including the overseas contingency
operations, conducting humanitarian assistance and disaster relief,
supporting special operations forces, and supporting emerging joint
sea-basing concepts. EPFs are capable of transporting 600 short
tons 1,200 nautical miles at an average speed of 35 knots. Each
vessel includes a flight deck to support day and night aircraft launch
and recovery operations. Newport will have airline-style seating for
312 embarked forces with fixed berthing for 104.
USNS Burlington (T-EPF 10) was delivered November 15, 2018, and
Austal USA is currently in production on Puerto Rico (T-EPF 11),
which was christened in Nov. 2018. The Navy issued Austal longlead-time material contracts in late 2018 for T-EPF 13 and T-EPF
14.
As one of the Defense Department’s largest acquisition organizations,
PEO Ships is responsible for executing the development and
procurement of all destroyers, amphibious ships, special mission
and support ships, and special warfare craft.
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SPECIAL EMPHASIS PROGRAM

MSC Celebrates Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
By Shevonne Cleveland, Military Sealift Command Public Affairs
The celebration was coordinated by MSC’s Equal Employment
Opportunity team and was held to commemorate Dr. King’s leadership
against racial inequality. This year’s theme was “Remember, Celebrate,
Act, A Day On, Not A Day Off.”

Keynote Speaker, Frances Knight Thompson, delivers a speech
commemorating the work of Martin Luther King Jr. in front of
members of Military Sealift Command at Naval Station Norfolk.
(U.S. Navy photo by Jennifer Hunt)

Military and civilian personnel gathered to hear keynote speaker
Frances Thompson Knight, Vice Chair, Board of Directors of Hampton
Roads Diversity and Inclusion Consortium, and consultant for
Educational Equity Specialist, LLC. Knight was a student at Hampton
University when Dr. King was assassinated April 4, 1968.
“I remember that day. I remember standing in the hallway of my
dormitory in total shock and disbelief at the news of his assassination,”
said Knight.
“I remember calling my friend and asking what are we going to do
now? I remember feeling hurt, helpless and hopeless because Black
Americans everywhere had put our every hope for a better nation into
Dr. King’s ideals, his beliefs and his dream.”
Knight has dedicated her life to helping those who have been wounded
by racial and social injustices, by serving on boards of non-profit
agencies.
“I have committed myself to equity in education, the appreciation of
diversity in the workplace and to social justice on every level of our
society,” she said.
“It is my hope today that these few moments and these few words of
mine have encouraged you to act, to take the day of celebration as
truly a day on and not a day off. Get involved and stay involved in your
community, not just for today but every day. Be the voice that echoes
Dr. King’s values, his ideals, and his life’s mission.”

Military Sealift Command hosted a special observance ceremony to honor
the legacy of Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. on board Naval Station
Norfolk, Jan. 16.

USNS Mercy Hosts Students from Navy War College
By Sarah Burford, Military Sealift Command Pacific

The hospital ship USNS Mercy (T-AH 19).
(U.S. Navy file photo by Mass Communication
Specialist 2nd Class Kelsey L. Adams)

Military Sealift Command hospital ship USNS Mercy (T-AH 19) hosted 55
international students from the Navy War College’s Naval Command College
Jan. 23 in San Diego, California.

“I really enjoyed seeing this hospital ship,” said Cmdr. Amirul Islam of the
Bangladesh Navy. “I’ve heard a lot about USNS Mercy and USNS Comfort
throughout my career, and to finally see one of these ships is amazing.
What this ship can do in terms of health care and humanitarian service
is very impressive. It was worth the long journey to San Diego to see it.”

The students who represented 52 countries received command briefs from
Capt. Brett Hershman, commander Military Sealift Command Pacific, Capt.
John Rotruck, commanding officer of Mercy’s Medical Treatment Facility,
and Capt. John Olmstead, Mercy’s civil service master. Following the briefs,
the group toured the ship seeing firsthand its capabilities and treatment
facilities.

USNS Mercy returned from its Pacific Partnership mission to Southeast
Asia in June 2018. Pacific Partnership is the largest annual multilateral
humanitarian assistance and disaster relief preparedness mission
conducted in the Indo-Pacific Region. The missions have included
medical exchanges, veterinary exchanges, and engineering projects
while working side by side with partners in Cambodia, Fiji, Federated
States of Micronesia, Indonesia, Kiribati, Palau, Papua New Guinea and
the Bougainville Autonomous region, Philippines, Marshall Islands,
Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Timor-Leste, Tonga,
Vanuatu, and Vietnam. Pacific Partnership 2018 includes more than 800
military and civilian personnel from the U.S., Canada, United Kingdom,
Australia, France, South Korea, Singapore, and Japan

“This was a great opportunity for our group,” said Cmdr. Ray Franklin, the
War College liaison officer. “Our program is about building bridges between
nations and the hospital ship showed us not only how Mercy’s Pacific
Partnership mission does that, but also, how MSC builds bridges between
the military community and the civilian mariners who work together on a
daily basis.
The group was in the San Diego area as part of a Southwestern United
States tour of military and federal facilities and bases. In addition to touring
Mercy, the group visited other Navy ships and bases including the Naval
Special Warfare Center in San Diego.

Mercy’s crew and MTF are currently training and planning for its next
mission.
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MV Ocean Giant, Continued from page 1

With minimal supplies (some do come in on winter
flights) coming in once the summer window has
closed, the supplies delivered by the MSC ships
are vital for survival through the long winter on
the most isolated continent in the world.
According to Larsson, professionalism and a
strong chain of communication is the key to a
successful ODF mission. For him, there was a
real sense of teamwork between everyone from the
NSF at the top of the organizational chart, all the
way down to the workers on the pier. Everyone’s
job was an important piece of the mission.

“There is a common code that DoD agencies are
here to support the NSF’s scientific mission,”
said Larsson. “It’s the initial understanding that
we all have to take into consideration of the
others task and what they have to accomplish
during the period of cargo operations.”
Before departing Antarctica Capt. Timothy Arey,
master of Military Sealift Command-chartered
ship MV Ocean Giant and his crew of 19
contracted civilian mariners were awarded the
Antarctica Service Medal for their participation
in ODF 2019.

MV Cape Hudson, Continued from page 3

On Feb. 10, Ocean Giant secured operations
and departed the ice-pier for Port Hueneme,
Calififornia, successfully completing the mission
on time and without incident.
Operation Deep Freeze is a joint service, on-going
Defense Support to Civilian Authorities activity
in support of the National Science Foundation
(NSF), lead agency for the United States Antarctic
Program. Mission support consists of active duty,
Guard and Reserve personnel from the U.S. Air
Force, Navy, Army, and Coast Guard as well as
Department of Defense civilians and attached
non-DOD civilians.

established in order to receive cargo ships: government owned, government
contracted or chartered ships.

commanding officer, EPU 115. “We deployed out to Thailand from Pearl Harbor
and established a presence at the port of Thung Prong to prepare for the arrival
and discharge of the Cape Hudson. This involved meeting with the various
service components, ship’s agent, and ship’s leadership.”

EPUs play a crucial role that is sometimes overlooked. Their contributions are
not tethered to certain tasks or responsibilities but on providing expertise in
varying situations, sort of a catchall as it relates to their sea-fairing background.

According to Moore, an EPU is a highly mobile unit that can deploy rapidly
anywhere in the world to support overseas contingency operations, setup port
operations and establish presence where there is no MSC or U.S. Navy support

“There’s a maritime aspect that’s found in the surface warfare (SWO) and
strategic sealift officer (SSO) communities that you may not find in the landbased components,” said Moore.

MSC’s Expeditionary Port Unit 115 Crosses Cultures During Outreach
By Grady Fontana, Military Sealift Command Far East
Military Sealift Command’s (MSC) reserve unit
Expeditionary Port Unit 115 (EPU 115) visited the DropIn Center of the Human Help Network Foundation to
interact with children during a community relations
event in Pattaya, Thailand, Jan 28.

Sailor Lt. Cmdr. Trenel Hardy, strategic sealift officer,
EPU 115. “They don’t get to interact with Americans
often so anytime we can come here and spend time
with the local kids helps build their confidence and
trust in us.”

Based out of Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, EPU 115 is currently
in Thailand supporting Cobra Gold 2019 (CG 19) and
sent seven members to assist with the deployment and
redeployment of roll-on, roll-off cargo vessel M/V Cape
Hudson (T-AKR 5066) and Maritime Prepositioning
Force ship USNS Pililaau (T-AK 304).

The service members laughed and cheered with the
children while playing sports, coloring, dancing and
sharing language exchanges.

EPU 115 conducts expeditionary port operations in
support of worldwide operations and contingencies.
During CG 19, the EPU’s role was to ensure that proper
contacts were made at the shipping port, to direct the
ship on berthing, and to prepare for the ship’s arrival.
In between operations, the MSC team visited the DropIn Center and learned more about the local culture.
“You can tell that these kids really appreciate any
support and visit that they get,” said reserve-component

The Drop-In Center is a non-governmental
organization and is one of the projects of the Human
Help Foundation in Pattaya. The center hosts about
85 children a day from neighboring nations, whose
parents are day laborers in Thailand.
Reserve-component Sailor Petty Officer 2nd Class Rosa
Lagerwey, a boatswain’s mate with Expeditionary Port Unit 115
(EPU 115), plays a modified game of basketball with kids of the
Drop-In Center during a community relations event at Pattaya,
Thailand, Jan. 28. (U.S. Navy photo by Grady T. Fontana)

According to Hardy, these types of interaction are
very fun and easy for everyone and it has the ability
to cross cultural barriers. “At the same time, it instills
that trust in them in us,” said Hardy, a native of New
York.
“There is nothing more powerful than building
relationships,” said Navy Lt. Eric R. Bryan, chaplain,
MSC Far East. “The ability to grow a relationship is
what builds community and building community is
a by-product of spending time together. Based on
the responses from the kids, and seeing some of the
Sailor open up, I think we’ve made a good start.”

Recent Fallen MSC Teammate
The Lord is my Pilot;

Sealift is an authorized publication for members and
employees of the Navy’s Military Sealift Command.
Contents of this publication are not necessarily the
official views of or endorsed by the U.S. government,
the Department of Defense or the Department of the
Navy. Sealift is published monthly by the Military Sealift
Command Office of Public Affairs as authorized under
NAVPUBINST 5600.42A. Submission of articles and
letters should be addressed to:

I shall not drift.
He leadeth me across the dark waters
and steereth me in the deep channels.
He keepeth my Log
and guideth me by the star of holiness
for His Name’s sake.

Editor, Sealift, Military Sealift Command
471 East C Street
Norfolk, VA 23511-2419
Commercial:
757-443-2890
DSN:		
646-2890
EMAIL: lewis.w.mesta@navy.mil

Yea, though I sail amid
the thunders and tempests of life,
I shall dread no danger,
For Thou art with me;
Thy love and Thy care, they shelter me.
Thou preparest a harbor before me
in the homeland of eternity;
Thou anointest the waves with oil,
and my ship rideth calmly,
Surely sunlight and starlight
shall favor me all the days of my voyaging,

Tyrone Graves

and I will rest in the port of my Lord forever.
Captain J. Rogers
Source: The Mast, September 1948
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